The finite element model for strain localization analysis developed in a previous work is generalized to the finite deformation regime. Strain enhancements via jumps in the displacement field are captured and condensed on the material level, leading to a formulation that does not require static condensation to be performed on the element level. A general evolution condition is first formulated laying out conditions for the continued activation of a strong discontinuity. Then, a multiscale finite element model is formulated to describe the post-bifurcation behavior, highlighting the key roles played by the continuous and conforming deformation maps on the characterization of the finite deformation kinematics of a localized element traced by a strong discontinuity. The resulting finite element equation exhibits the features of a Petrov-Galerkin formulation in which the gradient of the weighting function is evaluated over the continuous part of the deformation map, whereas the gradient of the trial function is evaluated over the conforming part of the same map. In the limit of infinitesimal deformations the formulation reduces to the standard Galerkin approximation described in a previous work. Numerical examples are presented demonstrating absolute objectivity with respect to mesh refinement and insensitivity to mesh alignment of finite element solutions. Ó
Introduction
Strain localization involves the development of a very narrow zone, or band, in a solid continuum inside which the deformation is intense and the material strength and stiffness have degraded significantly from those prevailing outside this zone. Factors responsible for localized deformation include initial imperfections and defects in the continuum, non-uniform loading, and boundary constraints, among others [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Simulations of strain localization incorporating these factors are prohibitively expensive if not impossible, leading the analyst to consider the phenomena from the point of view of material instability where the localized deformation is triggered by a bifurcation from a homogeneous material behavior [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Such instability, as well as the accompanying nonhomogeneous deformation, are influenced to a great extent by geometric nonlinearities particularly during the advanced stages of loading [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Capturing strain localization phenomena using finite element analysis requires a careful treatment of both the microscale and macroscale fields [19] [20] [21] [22] . Such treatment is not limited to the kinematical description of deformation alone but may also include characterization of the bifurcated constitutive response inside the localization band [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . An example of a bifurcated constitutive response is the accelerated softening behavior exhibited by the granular material inside a crack or fault as compared to that exhibited by the parent rock [28] . In bulk metallic glasses, the localization zone also exhibits an increase in the production of free volumes not exhibited by the intact glass [29] . Incorporating these behavioral patterns as well as the accompanying finite deformation effects into the microscale and macroscale fields is a challenging task for the analyst.
A majority of research effort in shear band mode bifurcation analysis has focused primarily on the geometrically linear case. In general, any result derived from such analysis must be taken with caution since geometric nonlinearities play a very crucial role in the theory of bifurcation. A recent paper shows that finite deformation effects do enhance strain localization, and that bifurcation is possible even in the hardening regime of an associative plasticity model [30] . This suggests that ignoring geometric nonlinearities is not conservative, and efforts to systematically include these effects both in the bifurcation and post-bifurcation analyses must be supported whenever possible. To this end, significant strides have been made in [31, 32] to include large deformation effects in strain localization analysis, but progress in the development of more efficient, accurate, and robust procedures remains limited.
The assumed enhanced strain (AES) formulation proposed in [33] is the most common basis of finite element simulation of strain localization phenomena. With a suitable choice of the weighting function for the enhanced field, it provides a general mathematical framework that circumvents the problem of meshdependence afflicting the standard finite element formulation [25, 26, 31, 32, [34] [35] [36] . However, this approach does not allow a unique definition of the enhanced weighting function. In general, there is a host of such weighting functions that pass the so-called patch test [37] , each one predicting a different post-localized response that is not readily amenable to physical interpretation. Furthermore, the static condensation technique required by the method is unwieldy and tricky, particularly when the enhanced weighting function and the post-localized behavior vary nonlinearly with the slip degree of freedom being condensed.
A recent work has utilized the standard Galerkin procedure for casting the strain localization problem within the framework of finite element method with embedded strong discontinuity [24] . The method was shown to be equivalent to the AES formulation for the case of piecewise constant stresses and strains provided by the constant strain triangle (CST) interpolation. More importantly, the formulation identifies the auxiliary equation for the enhanced strain field as nothing more than the consistency condition that must be satisfied on the band, as well as uniquely defines the auxiliary weighting function as the gradient of the yield function on the band. This approach thus allows the predicted post-localized behavior to be interpreted in a more meaningful fashion. Furthermore, the tricky and undesirable static condensation technique inherent in the AES method has been eliminated completely in the solution procedure.
The objective of this paper is to generalize the solution procedure proposed in [24] to the finite deformation regime. To this end, we first derive conditions for the evolution of a preexisting band, and for the case of strong discontinuity this requires that the objective jump velocity vector be tangent to the band. Then, we formulate a multiscale finite element model to capture strong discontinuity in a finite deformation setting. In order to preserve the sparse structure of the overall coefficient matrix, the global linear momentum balance is formulated spatially. Since the symmetric Kirchhoff (true) stress tensor is related to the non-symmetric first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor through the deformation gradient of the continuous part of motion, the gradient of the standard weighting function is evaluated over the so-called continuous deformation map. In contrast, the Kirchhoff stress tensor is formulated over the conforming deformation map, leading to a Petrov-Galerkin finite element formulation. In the limit of infinitesimal deformation, or in the limit of zero displacement jump for the case of finite deformation, the standard Galerkin approximation is recovered naturally from the formulation.
As for notations and symbols, bold-face letters denote matrices and vectors; the symbol 'Á' denotes an inner product of two vectors (e.g. a Á b ¼ a i b i ), or a single contraction of adjacent indices of two tensors (e.g. c Á d ¼ c ij d jk ); the symbol ':' denotes an inner product of two second-order tensors (e.g. c : d ¼ c ij d ij ), or a double contraction of adjacent indices of tensors of rank two and higher (e.g. C :
e ¼ C ijkl e kl ). We also adopt the following general tensor notations: P, non-symmetric first Piola-Kirchhoff stress; S, symmetric second Piola-Kirchhoff stress; s, symmetric Kirchhoff (true) stress; r, symmetric Cauchy stress; F, deformation gradient with respect to the undeformed configuration; f , relative deformation gradient; b, left Cauchy-Green deformation, and l, spatial velocity gradient. Tangent operators are defined as they appear in the text.
Formulation of microscale model
In this section we present a continuum formulation of the microscale model as well as develop necessary conditions for the shear band to evolve in the localized state.
Shear band kinematics
Consider a shear band whose deformation is described by the ramp-like relation
where / / ¼ / /ðX Þ is a continuous deformation field, s/t is the relative deformation of one sideŜ S 0 of the band with respect to the other side S 0 , and h 0 is the thickness of the shear band in the reference configuration. The variable j is a normal parameter given by the relation
where Y is any point on S 0 whose unit normal is N. The associated deformation gradient is obtained as
where F ¼ o / /=oX, and D 0 ¼ S 0 Â ½0; h 0 is the shear band domain. Throughout the formulation we shall assume that the jumps s/t and s _ / /t are spatially constant on S 0 (in finite element analysis, the spatial constancy of the jump vectors applies only to each finite element, but they may be discontinuous across the element boundaries).
Next, consider the following ramp-like description of velocity field in the same continuum
where V ¼ _ / / / /ðX Þ is the continuous velocity field, and sVt ¼ s _ / /t is the relative velocity ofŜ S 0 to S 0 induced by the shear band deformation. We recall that the material velocity VðX Þ of point X is equal to the spatial velocity vðxÞ of point x if the spatial point x is the same material point X in the reference configuration. The time derivatives of F then take the form
where _ F F ¼ oV=oX and _ F F ¼ oV=oX. The corresponding expressions for the spatial velocity gradient l ¼ _ F F Á F À1 can be derived with the aid of the Sherman-Morrison formula for the inverse of F as
where U ¼ F À1 Á s/t is a pull-back of the jump s/t. The final forms for l are then given by
where h is the current thickness of the shear band, n is the unit normal vector to the shear band in the current configuration, and
At the onset of localization, s/t ¼ 0 and s/ r t ¼ s _ / /t; however, in the post-localized regime where s/t 6 ¼ 0 the jump rate s/ r t contains a convected part, which makes it an objective jump rate co-rotational with the cumulative displacement jump s/t, see [32] .
The shear band kinematics presented above allows an evaluation of the evolution of the shear band thickness h as a function of the original thickness h 0 . Nanson's formula states that n da ¼ J F Àt Á N dA, where da and dA are infinitesimal surface areas whose unit normals are n and N, respectively, and J is the Jacobian [38] . Let dv ¼ h da, dV ¼ h 0 dA, and note that J ¼ dv=dV and ðF Àt Á NÞ i ¼ ðN Á F À1 Þ i . Inserting these into the above formula, we get
The above relation is the same as Eq. (29) of [32] . However, it must be noted that this relationship holds only for the special case where the displacement varies across the band in a ramp-like fashion. For other, nonlinear continuous functions that tend to the Heaviside function in the limit of zero shear band thickness, the above relationship between h and h 0 generally does not hold. The above relations follow the normal transformation of the elements of the cotangent space. Note, however, that the direction of n is affected only by the continuous part F À1 , and that the discontinuous part of F À1 simply serves to scale the magnitudes of the relevant vectors. Solving for h and utilizing once again the expression for F inside the shear band gives
ð2:10Þ
The first term on the right-hand side represents the evolution of the shear band thickness induced by the continuous part of deformation, while the second term represents the change in thickness induced by the jump discontinuity. For isochoric plastic flow inside the shear band, n Á s/t ¼ 0, and there is no change in thickness induced by the jump component of deformation. With a dilatant plastic flow, n Á s/t > 0, and the shear band thickness grows with plastic deformation.
Microscale constitutive formulation
The constitutive response of a damaged material is not necessarily related to the constitutive response of an intact continuum. This implies that the pre-localized constitutive model does not necessarily carry over to the post-localized regime. This statement has some physical justifications. For example, the constitutive response of an intact rock cannot be used to describe the constitutive behavior of the particulate material derived from this parent rock once this material has experienced strain localization. This idea is now pursued in the formulation of a finite strain constitutive model for the microscale field discussed in the following.
For the case of isotropy the hyperelastic constitutive equation takes the form [30] 
where w is the free energy function and b e is the elastic left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor. Following the multiplicative decomposition F ¼ F e Á F p proposed in [39] , b e is obtained as
where C p ¼ F pt Á F p is the plastic right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor. The rate version of the hyperelastic constitutive equation is obtained from the chain rule as
where u is a rank-four tangential stress-deformation tensor of the form given in [30] , and _ b b e is given by
Here we have defined (see [40] ) where P iA and F jB are elements of the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor P and the deformation gradient F, respectively. The tensor u operates in such a way that u : ðw Á b e þ b e Á w t Þ ¼ 2a e : w for any second-order tensor w.
Next, let us consider a bifurcated yield function G ¼ Gðs; s Y Þ ¼ 0 of the Kirchhoff stress tensor s characterizing yielding of the damaged material inside the band. Here, the elastic region inside the band is defined by the set
where S is the space of symmetric second-order tensors. Once again, we note that G is generally not related to the pre-localized yield function F characterizing the yield function for the intact material. In addition, we assume the following flow rules for the symmetric and skew-symmetric parts of the plastic component of the velocity gradient
where k > 0 is a plastic multiplier, and r and r 0 define the directions of the plastic rate of deformation and plastic spin tensors, respectively. In the absence of strain localization it is common to ignore the plastic spin [40] ; however, in the presence of strain localization this is not the case since the slip tensor naturally contains a skew-symmetric part, as elaborated further in the following developments.
With the above flow rules, we can now write the rate constitutive equation inside the band as
Letting g ¼ oG=os, the consistency condition inside the band now reads
where H is the softening modulus inside the band. Following standard lines [24] [25] [26] [27] 31, 34, 35] , elastic unloading outside the band can be captured by assuming H to take the form
where H d < 0. Equation (2.22) then leads to an expression for the plastic multiplier of the form
24Þ
and where the hat symbol ð b Á Á Þ is used to suggest that the post-bifurcation constitutive model is now invoked. In the unregularized formulation k k may be conveniently set to zero since where the superscript ''1'' implies ''inside the band,'' and 
General evolution condition for the shear band
The localization condition pertains to the onset of discontinuity, while the evolution condition pertains to the continued activation of a preexisting discontinuity. There is a conceptual difference between the two conditions, the most notable being that the localization condition is developed from a stability analysis requiring the solution of an eigenvalue problem, whereas the evolution condition is derived from a deformation analysis that specifies the character of an acceptable shear band.
For simplicity, attention is restricted to the usual quasi-static problem focusing on the evolution of a preexisting shear band. The weak form of the linear momentum balance reads Z
where q 0 G is the reference body force vector, t ¼ P Á m is the nominal traction vector on oB t & oB, m is the unit vector on oB t , and g is the weighting function. In the presence of a shear band we can use integration by parts and Gauss theorem on the first term to obtain Z
where N is the unit normal vector to a preexisting shear band f S S 0 , and sP Á Nt is a possible jump in the nominal traction vector across f S S 0 . Inserting into (2.28), a standard argument yields
supplemented with the condition
This suggests that the nominal traction vector t, or, equivalently, its rate, _ t t ¼ s _ P Pt Á N, must remain continuous across the band.
From the chain rule, we obtain the time derivative of P ¼ s Á F Àt as
Evaluating just outside f S S 0 , where
ð2:33Þ
we get
where A e is the first tangential elasticity tensor evaluated just outside the band, with components
The overline on A e denotes a pull-back induced by the operator F À1 .
Next let us evaluate (2.32) just inside f S S 0 , but now using expressions for F À1 , l, and _ s s inside the band. After some mathematical manipulations, we get
ð2:36Þ
where b A A ep is the first tangential elastoplastic moduli tensor with components
Note that the pull-back inside the band is now induced by the full operator F À1 . The evolution condition can now be written as
where t b is the bifurcation point. The latter expression is equivalent to
where b A A is the Lagrangian elastoplastic acoustic tensor. This is the general evolution condition that must be satisfied by the shear band.
Specialization to strong discontinuity
The limiting condition of strong discontinuity is of special interest since it provides a convenient finite element implementation within the framework of embedded discontinuities. The evolution condition is derived from (2.39) in the limit of a vanishing shear band thickness. As h 0 ! 0 the first term remains a regular function while the second term increases without bounds. In order for the jump in the traction rate to remain bounded, we must have
This is the Lagrangian evolution condition in the strong discontinuity limit. A spatial counterpart of the evolution condition may be derived by rewriting the jump condition (2.38) in the form (after skipping some details)
which are both regular functions for non-collapsing shear band, see [41] . Multiplying (2.41) by h=h 0 gives
As h ! 0 the first term remains a regular function while the second term increases without bounds, unless we set
ð2:45Þ This is the Eulerian evolution condition in the strong discontinuity limit. Note that the equivalence of (2.40) and (2.45) can only be established in the strong discontinuity limit. Let us expand (2.45) using indicial notation,
The first term is identically zero if we define the slip tensor as
where r and r 0 are the directions of the plastic rate of deformation tensor d p and plastic spin tensor x p ''inside the band'', respectively. That this is the case may be demonstrated from
since any tensor w / ðr þ r 0 Þ lies in the null space of b a a ep (by construction). The choice of k d as the scaling parameter is imposed by the requirement that the Kirchhoff stress rate given by (2.21) remains regular even if h approaches zero. This implies that the slip tensor ðs/ r t nÞ is fully plastic, a similar conclusion developed for the infinitesimal case [24] .
It remains to satisfy the condition that the second term in (2.46) must vanish identically in the postbifurcation regime. Since s il n l 6 ¼ 0, we must have
ð2:49Þ which means that the plastic flow ''inside the band'' must be isochoric. This can easily be satisfied by requiring that the objective velocity jump vector s/ r t be perpendicular to the current normal vector n, i.e., s/ r t must be tangent to the band. Note that the plastic directions r and r 0 need not be known, but the above kinematical constraints must be considered when embedding discontinuities into the finite elements (with the AES method this constraint affects the form of the weighting function for the enhancement equation). Since the objective velocity jump vector s/ r t remains tangent to the band, the cumulative displacement jump vector s/t also remains tangent to the band.
From a physical standpoint the kinematical restriction to s/ r t implies that no relative normal displacement may occur between the opposite surfaces of the band if a strong discontinuity is to remain a strong discontinuity. While this may seem obvious, this requirement is in fact not present in the infinitesimal formulation since the stress term that brings about this kinematical constraint does not appear in the small-strain constitutive formulation [24, 25] . These features are now incorporated into the finite element model discussed in the next section.
Formulation of finite element multiscale model
For simplicity we restrict the following presentation to quasi-static loading. The finite element approximations are based on a standard weak equation (2.28), which is rewritten herein for a typical localized finite element B e as follows Z
ð3:1Þ
The left-hand side of the above equation is the internal virtual work, which can be written in spatial form as
where g grad g ¼ og=o x x. We emphasize that P is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor evaluated just outside the band, which is related to the symmetric Kirchhoff stress tensor s outside the band by the deformation gradient F of the continuous part of motion, see (2.3). Consequently, the spatial form of W e INT now utilizes a local gradient of the weighting function g with respect to the coordinates x x of the continuous configuration. Our goal in this section is to formulate a constitutive expression for s in terms of the deformation gradient of the conforming part of motion, leading to a Petrov-Galerkin formulation.
Also, from previous developments, we recall that continued activation of a strong discontinuity represented by the surface S e intersecting B e is contingent upon the satisfaction of the local evolution condition
As demonstrated in Section 2, this requires that ðs/ r t nÞ be fully plastic and that the objective jump velocity vector s/ r t be tangent to /ðS e Þ.
Discrete kinematics of localized element
Consider a typical triangulation shown in Fig. 1 and let the surface of discontinuity be denoted by S.
þ , denoted by the shaded region in Fig. 1 , and consists of all CST elements traced by the shear band. A typical localized element B e 2 B h is shown in Fig. 2 . A discontinuous displacement field u inside this element is represented by the equation
where u u is the continuous part of u, and sut is the jump discontinuity on S e . Here, we assume that sut is spatially constant in B e but may be discontinuous across the element boundaries. More precisely, we have
where f is the magnitude of the jump, and m is the unit vector in the direction of the jump. Note that sut is always co-rotational with the surface of discontinuity.
The same discontinuous displacement field may be written in a reparameterized form uðXÞ ¼ e u uðXÞ þ sutM S ðXÞ; ð3:6Þ
where the jump of M S across S e is sM S t ¼ 1, with M S ¼ 0 on the surface S h AE of the support B h . A comparison of (3.6) with (3.4) suggests that e u u ¼ u u in B À n B h À , and e u u ¼ u u þ sut in B þ n B h þ , and so e u u simply describes the conforming total displacement field, i.e., the displacement field that conforms with the element nodal displacements and the standard element shape functions, see Fig. 2 . Conforming fields are also referred to as the coarse-scale field by some authors [19] [20] [21] [22] . The jump function M S may be taken as where f h is any arbitrary smooth ramp function that satisfies the requirement that
Note that f h is not meant to approximate the Heaviside function H S since any acceptable form for this function can always be combined with M S to obtain the exact Heaviside function. The term sutM S ðXÞ is sometimes referred to as the fine-scale field, so that (3.6) may be interpreted as an additive decomposition of the total displacement field into coarse-scale and fine-scale components [21, 22] . With these parameterizations, the spatial coordinates of the continuous part of motion can be written as
The continuous deformation map for the same CST element is also shown pictorially in Fig. 2 . Let us denote the coordinates of the conforming part of motion in B e at time instants t n and t > t n , respectively, by e x x n ¼ X þ e u u n ; e x x ¼ X þ e u u:
ð3:9Þ
The coordinates of the corresponding continuous part of motion are
Let us also define the following deformation gradients:
From these, and from the assumed spatial constancy of the jump function sut, we easily establish the relationships Let us also define a relative deformation gradient that maps the continuous part of the motion function x x with the configuration x x n , herein denoted by
As demonstrated later in this section, the relative deformation gradient f f plays a key role in describing the discrete evolution of the stresses in the post-localized regime.
The inverse of F n can be determined explicitly with the aid of the Sherman-Morrison formula as
Now, let us define the relative deformation gradient of the conforming part of motion
which maps the conforming part of the motion function e x x with the configuration e x x n . Using (3.13) and the definitions for the deformation gradients F and F n , the relationship between the relative deformation gradients f f and e f f can easily be established as
where
For future use let us also derive an expression for the inverse of the relative deformation gradient
Using the Sherman-Morrison formula once again, we get the inverse of F as
ð3:21Þ
Note that f f coincides with e f f when f ¼ f n ¼ 0, i.e., when there is no jump discontinuity.
General stress point integration algorithm
Consider the case of a strong discontinuity in a continuum deforming at finite strain and assume that elastic unloading persists outside the band. In this case the Kirchhoff stress rate takes the form
If the band remains active, then yielding on the band is governed by the consistency condition
where G is the post-localized yield function, g ¼ oG=os, _ f f > 0 is the magnitude of the slip rate, and f H H d is a plastic modulus which relates the rate of softening of the yield function with the slip rate (see [24, 25] ). The notion of a dual response of a macroscopic point traced by a strong discontinuity as discussed in [25] suggests that the stress rate just outside the band may be used in the above consistency condition.
Consider a shear band to emerge at time t ¼ t b where the current value of the elastic left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor is given by
ð3:26Þ
Here, x u b defines an unloaded configuration of the point just outside the band at the moment of bifurcation. Note that at the point of bifurcation the deformations are still conforming, and so the notion of an unloaded configuration still applies. Assuming plastic softening ''inside the band'', then elastic unloading persists outside the band, and the unloaded configuration x u b outside the band remains fixed at postbifurcation. Thus, for any time t > t n > t b , where t n is any post-bifurcation time instant at which the configuration / n ðB e Þ has been fully defined, we have 
On substitution of this equation into (2.13), we recover (3.24).
Let us now perform a stress-point integration for a localized element, borrowing some ideas from computational plasticity of continuum mechanics. The procedure consists of, first, calculating a trial elastic stress predictor s tr by freezing plastic slip on the band, checking for yielding on the band, and, finally, introducing a positive plastic slip parameter if yielding is detected on the band. Care must be taken in performing each of these steps in the geometrically nonlinear regime as the displacement jumps need to be transformed objectively.
A push-forward transformation on the vector m n using the relative deformation gradient of the continuous part of motion gives
That the push forward of the tangent vector m is induced by f f is due to the fact that any point on the tangent space S lies in the domain of the continuous deformation map. Now, let us combine (3.29) with (3.17) and (3.18) 
This implies that e f f Á m n / m, and so
where M is the fixed unit tangent vector to S 0 in the undeformed configuration. Hence, the transformation of m n (or M) may also be defined by the conforming motion. Since standard finite element formulations rely on conforming motions, the latter push-forward transformation using the operator e f f (or e F F ) offers a more direct approach of tracking the evolution of the tangent vector.
Let us next define the evolution of the slip magnitude from the equation
This, together with the discrete evolution equations (3.17) and (3.18), allows the evaluation of the elastic left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor from the standard expression
A spectral decomposition of this tensor yields where b A are the Kirchhoff principal stresses. In this development, we have assumed that isotropy persists outside the band so that the principal directions of b e and s remain coincident. The elastic stress predictor phase consists of setting Df ¼ 0 and checking the sign of the post-bifurcation scalar yield function Gðs tr ; s y;n Þ. Here, s tr is the trial elastic Kirchhoff stress tensor evaluated by freezing plastic slip (Df ¼ 0), and s y;n is the yield strength on the band calculated from the previous converged load step. A negative sign of the trial G implies unloading on the band (dormant shear band), while a positive sign implies plastic yielding on the band (active shear band). For active yielding on the band a plastic corrector is invoked by introducing an incremental plastic multiplier Df > 0. The value of this parameter can be determined iteratively from the discrete consistency condition
where ðG nþ1 À G n Þ A is the incremental change in the value of the yield function G due to changes in the stresses on the band, with the plastic state variable A of the yield function G held fixed, see [24] . The elastic predictor-plastic corrector algorithm just described is represented pictorially in Fig. 3 .
Putting (3.36) in residual form, we have
The problem is to determine the value of Df satisfying (3.35) that gives rðDfÞ ¼ 0. Using Newton's method, we evaluate the consistent tangent operator as 
ð3:39Þ
The above expression for a has been obtained from the derivative
where b e and the stress-deformation tangent operator u ¼ 2os=ob e have been combined to produce the tangent operator a e , see (2.13). The remaining derivatives are readily obtained as The algorithm is summarized in Box 1. Some striking similarities with the general return mapping algorithm of continuum plasticity are readily noted. First, the incremental slip Df ¼ f À f n plays the role of the discrete plastic multiplier, and the vector direction m plays the role of the return direction. The conforming configuration defined by the relative deformation gradient e f f is held fixed during the course of the iteration, much like the trial elastic strain in continuum plasticity, while the relative deformation gradient f f takes the role of the final elastic strain. Since the return direction m is fixed during the course of the iteration, the local Newton iteration only involves a scalar unknown (i.e., f). Finally, since m is determined exactly from the push-forward transformation of the fixed vector M, the return direction is exact and there is no numerical approximation involved anywhere. In other words, the proposed overall stress-point integration algorithm is exact. Box 1. Local Newton iteration algorithm for updating stresses in a traced element
Algorithmic/continuum tangent operator
The algorithmic tangent operator for a typical localized or damaged element B e is based on a consistent linearization of the variational equations (3.1) and (3.2). As noted earlier, the proposed stress-point integration algorithm is exact, and so the algorithmic tangent operator is the same as the continuum overall tangent operator. Let us then take the first variation of (3.2) as follows: The latter expression is less natural to use, and as pointed out earlier we shall focus instead on the spatial form (3.46). It must be noted, however, that the quantities appearing in the expressions above all describe the continuous part of motion. Our goal is to reformulate the first variation of W e INT into a more standard finite element format that utilizes the conforming part of motion.
Let us rewrite the first variation of the Kirchhoff stress tensor in the form
Givenf f , b e n , s y;n , f n ; find b e , s y , f: where e g gradðÁÞ ¼ oðÁÞ=oe x x. From the chain rule, we thus get dm ¼ e g grad de u u Á m À e g grad de u u : ðm ½ mÞm: ð3:51Þ
The obvious orthogonality condition m Á dm ¼ 0 is readily recovered from the above result following the normalization kmk ¼ 1. Utilizing the expression (3.20) for the inverse F À1 , and after some mathematical manipulations, we
ð3:52Þ
This leads to the following expression for the first variation of the Kirchhoff stress tensor:
ð3:53Þ
In the expressions above, we recall that df ¼ 0 for a dormant shear band and df > 0 for an active shear band.
For an active shear band we have an additional consistency condition (3.36) to satisfy. Linearizing this equation gives with a e ¼ a e À s É 1 as before. Finally, let us pull out the spatial gradient terms e g grad de u u to obtain the linearization ds À ds 0 ¼ a : e g grad de u u; ð3:67Þ
is the overall algorithmic/continuum tangent operator. The plastic corrector component of a ep appearing in (3.65) results from the incremental plastic slip on the band, and for a dormant shear band this term reduces identically to zero, giving a ep ¼ a e . The second component of the overall tangent operator a appearing in (3.68) arises from an objective transformation of the accumulated plastic slip f and vanishes identically when f ¼ 0.
On substitution of (3.68) into (3.46), we get the final form for the first variation of the internal virtual work
g grad g : a : e g grad de u u dV :
ð3:69Þ
The integral developed above has a structure of a Petrov-Galerkin formulation in that the gradient of the weighting function g and the gradient of the trial function de u u are evaluated over two distinct deformation configurations. The standard Galerkin approximation is recovered from this formulation when f ¼ 0, which occurs before and up to the moment of bifurcation. However, beyond the bifurcation point the conforming deformation map deviates away from the continuous deformation map with accumulating plastic slip on the band.
Finite element implementation
Determining the spatial gradients of the continuous map requires a very small incremental effort. Consider, for example, a standard finite element interpolation of the weighting function g
where g A are the nodal values and N A are standard finite element shape functions, with n en being the number of nodes. The spatial gradient of the continuous map is then obtained as
Inserting the closed-form expression for the inverse of F from (3.20), and after simplifying, we get
In other words, we have
ð3:73Þ
where oN A =oe x x are the gradients of the standard shape functions with respect to the conforming map. Thus, the gradients of the shape functions with respect to the continuous map can be obtained from the gradients of the shape functions with respect to the conforming map through a simple additive vector correction in the direction of of h =oe x x. The evolution of deformation for a typical CST element, starting from the undeformed configuration, is depicted in Fig. 4 . Checks are done for possible bifurcation at the end of each loading step. If the element localizes, and if it lies in front of an active shear band, then it is enhanced with a slip degree of freedom that is eliminated on the material level. Note that no static condensation on the element level is required by the proposed approach.
The bifurcation analysis generally results in two possible slip surface orientations one of which is selected according to the algorithm described in the next paragraph. The eigenvectors determined from this stability analysis represent possible instantaneous directions of the emerging velocity jump, and may or may not be tangent to the band depending on the constitutive response of the continuum in the intact state. One of these eigenvectors is denoted by m 0 in Fig. 4 . However, the evolution condition requires that the slip direction m be tangent to the band immediately after localization, implying that the eigenvector m 0 plays no role in the subsequent multiscale simulation.
To select the more critical shear band orientation from two possible solutions, we consider the pushforward transformations of two material vectors, one parallel to the tangent vector M and another parallel to the normal vector N in the undeformed configuration, see Fig. 4 . Since the critical shear band orientation should conform with the instantaneous deformation of the continuum at the moment of bifurcation, we select the shear band orientation that maximizes the scalar product
ð3:74Þ
where F b is the current deformation gradient at the moment of bifurcation. Now, since
where m and n are candidate tangent and cotangent spatial vectors determined from the bifurcation analysis, then the critical shear band orientation also can be chosen as the one that maximizes the scalar product
where u b is the displacement field at the bifurcation point. In the limit of infinitesimal deformation the second-order term drops out, and this criterion reduces to the one proposed in [24] . The ramp function f h is a critical component of the multiscale formulation, and its gradients represent the single most important information needed by the model to provide a truly objective, mesh-independent solution. We find it convenient to evaluate of h =oX once and for all, which are stored in the memory. The spatial gradients of h =oe x x n and of h =oe x x can then be evaluated by using the inverses of the deformation gradients e F F n and e F F . Since a traced CST element always contains a one-node side and a two-node side, then the element shape function proposed in [34] may be used, which results in the gradient of h =oX being always perpendicular to the two-node side. Referring to Fig. 5 , K e ¼ ðX Ã À X A Þ=h e 0 is the outward unit normal vector to the two-node side of a CST element; hence, of h =oX ¼ AEK e =h e 0 , where the appropriate sign is chosen so that N Á of h =oX > 0. Because the shear band is embedded in the element, the one-node and twonode sides always remain on the same sides no matter how much the element has deformed. 
ð3:77Þ
From a physical standpoint, the use of this class of yield functions implies that the shear band is represented as an embedded continuum since the yield condition only depends on the continuum stresses inside a localizing element but not on the configuration of the shear band inside this element. In a true strong discontinuity, it may be argued that such class of continuum yield models no longer applies. For example, consider a shear band on the plane ð1; 2Þ normal to which the stress component s 33 acts. If the shear band thickness is zero, then there is no shear band area on which s 33 can possibly act, and so it may be argued that yielding of the material ''inside the band'' cannot possibly depend on s 33 due to the loss of dimension associated with strong discontinuity. In this case, an alternative yield criterion of the form G ¼ Gðs; e F F ; s y Þ ¼ 0 may be assumed to describe the plastic slips occurring on the surface of discontinuity. Thus, the shear band here is an embedded slip plane and the strong discontinuity acts like a 'glide plane' of crystal plasticity [42] .
A specific yield criterion pursued in this work is based on the resolved shear stress on the band, and takes the form Gðs; e F F ; c cÞ ¼ ðn lÞ :
where / / and c c are the mobilized friction angle and cohesion on the surface of discontinuity, respectively, and m and n are the spatial tangent and normal vectors to the shear band. Here, the deformation gradient e F F enters into the yield criterion through the vectors m and n.
Introducing the additional kinematical variable e F F into the yield criterion G does not affect the formulation for the local iteration algorithm, as may be seen from Box 1, since m and n remain fixed during the course of the local iteration. However, it impacts the discrete consistency condition (3.36) for the global iteration, since its exact linearization now writes 
where g ¼ oG nþ1 =os and h ¼ oG nþ1 =o e F F . In the limit of infinitesimal deformation the additional term h : d e F F drops out, see [24] , but in finite deformation calculations ignoring this term could lead to a loss of quadratic convergence in Newton iterations.
Noting that the first variation of n ¼ N Á e F F À1 =jjN Á e F F À1 jj is dn ¼ Àn Á e g grad de u u þ n ðn ½ nÞ : e g grad de u u; ð3:80Þ and using (3.45) and (3.50), we obtain (after skipping some details)
where 
With these extra terms, the first variation of the plastic multiplier now takes the form where the symbol ' ' suggests that the corresponding additional terms must be added to or subtracted from the expressions derived in Section 3.3. Note that these additional corrections are incorporated only for purposes of obtaining an exact linearization of the momentum balance equation and thus preserve the asymptotic quadratic rate of convergence of the global Newton iteration.
Numerical examples
In this section we present two numerical examples demonstrating objectivity with respect to mesh refinement and insensitivity to element alignment of finite element solutions employing the proposed multiscale modeling approach. We emphasize that in a general setting a truly mesh-independent solution does not exist since even the standard finite element solution exhibits some mesh dependency. However, under special circumstances a truly mesh-independent solution is possible, and in multiscale modeling this can be achieved if: (a) the standard finite element solution in the pre-localized state is truly mesh independent, which is possible if the mesh is subjected to a homogeneous state of stress prior to localization; (b) localization of all the elements in the mesh occurs at the same time, which follows directly from having a homogeneous state of stress at pre-localization; and (c) the band is completely traced in one time step, a reasonable proposition considering that all the elements are assumed to localize at the same time. Once localization takes place the band theoretically can emerge at any point in the mesh, although at this point it is important to select a band that is not inhibited to grow by any boundary constraint. Thus we can simply specify a point through which a specific band of interest passes. This latter technique is somewhat equivalent to specifying a weak element in the mesh, except that the latter approach perturbs the homogeneous state of stress and does not quite result in a truly mesh-independent solution.
The numerical examples involve plane strain extension and plane strain compression simulations on a hyperelastic-plastic solid deforming at finite strain. Fig. 6 shows five macroscale finite element meshes of varying mesh refinement and element alignment. The meshes are 3 m tall and 1 m wide, with a corner node D pinned to the base and the rest of the top and bottom nodes supported on vertical roller supports. Computations were done on a PC with a 16-digit double precision, which was sufficient for smaller meshes such as the ones shown in Fig. 6 . Larger meshes may require higher precision calculations (such as a 32-digit machine precision), but this was deemed unnecessary for now since our objective is simply to demonstrate absolute objectivity of the solutions and not to analyze a large-scale boundary value problem. The material was represented by a quadratic logarithmic Drucker-Prager model described in [30] , with a stored energy function that is quadratic in the principal elastic logarithmic stretches.
Plane strain extension simulations
In these simulations the top roller supports were moved uniformly upward in increments of 0.01 m while allowing both the top and bottom nodes to displace laterally (except the pinned node D), thus preserving a homogeneous state of stress up until the moment of bifurcation. The material parameters were as follows: hyperelastic Young's modulus E ¼ 500 kPa and Poisson's ratio m ¼ 0:40; the friction and dilatancy angles of the pre-localized Drucker-Prager model were set to zero, thus capturing a Von Mises plasticity with a pre-localized cohesion of 15 kPa and a pre-localized plastic modulus H ¼ 0 (perfect plasticity). A slip plane was embedded at post-bifurcation, with a mobilized friction angle on the band / / ¼ 0 (frictionless, purely cohesive) and a softening modulus f H H d ¼ À40 kN/m. The bifurcation point was detected at a total vertical displacement of 0.28 m, and as mentioned earlier an infinite number of shear bands is possible after localization. For analysis purposes the shear bands traced for each of the five meshes are shown in Fig. 7 , all reckoned with respect to the undeformed configuration. Fig. 8 shows the deformation of Mesh#4 at the moment of bifurcation and at the conclusion of the simulation. An Eulerian bifurcation analysis predicted an orientation of the unit normal vector n at 44°to the horizontal, which, by Nanson's formula, is equivalent to a pull-back orientation of the unit normal vector N at 49°from the horizontal. Note that the orientation of n is not quite equal to the value of 45°predicted by the small-strain theory because of the additional stress-term contributions to the acoustic tensor.
The predicted vertical load-vertical displacement curve is shown in Fig. 9 . Predictions of the five meshes are identical to machine precision, as corroborated further in Table 1 which shows the calculated numerical values of the final displacements of corner nodes A, B, and C, as well as the calculated final cohesions and final accumulated slips at the conclusion of the simulations. Slips and cohesions across all traced elements were uniform, as expected. In Fig. 9 , the elastic portion of the load-displacement response slightly curves downwards, and the apparent yield strength of the perfectly plastic region shows a slight decrease due to geometric effects as the effective loading area of the specimen decreases with increasing vertical elongation. 
Plane strain compression simulations
In these simulations the top roller supports were moved uniformly downward in increments of 0.01 m while allowing the top and bottom nodes to displace laterally (except node D). The material parameters were as follows: hyperelastic Young's modulus E ¼ 500 kPa and Poisson's ratio m ¼ 0:40; Drucker-Prager friction parameter b ¼ 0:495 and dilatancy parameter b ¼ 0:30 (nonassociative flow rule); pre-localized plastic modulus H ¼ 10 kPa (hardening). An embedded Von Mises continuum and an embedded slip plane were both tested at post-bifurcation, with a mobilized friction angle on the band / / ¼ 0 (frictionless, purely cohesive) for the embedded slip plane case, and a softening modulus f H H d ¼ À55 kN/m for both the embedded continuum and embedded slip plane cases.
The bifurcation point was detected at a total vertical displacement of À0:40 m, and compression was stopped at a total final vertical displacement of À0:49 m. Fig. 10 shows the shear bands traced for each of the five meshes, again reckoned with respect to the undeformed configuration. Fig. 11 shows the deformations of Mesh#4 at the bifurcation point and at the conclusion of the simulation. An Eulerian bifurcation analysis predicted an orientation of the vector n at 37°to the horizontal, or a pull-back orientation of the vector N at 30°to the horizontal.
The load-displacement curves predicted by the multiscale model are shown in Fig. 12 for both the embedded Von Mises continuum and the embedded slip plane cases discussed in Section 3.5. The apparent stiffening elastic response is again due to geometric effects as the effective loading area of the specimen increases with vertical compression. Note that bifurcation was detected in the hardening region, a possible outcome with a nonassociated plasticity model particularly with the inclusion of geometric nonlinearities which tend to further enhance strain localization. Once again, the predictions from the five meshes were identical to machine precision as corroborated further by the calculated numerical values shown in Table 2 .
As mentioned previously the stress-point integration algorithm at post-bifurcation is exact, and this is illustrated in Table 3 which reports the final values of the calculated cohesion and accumulated slip across the traced elements at the conclusion of the multiscale simulations. The table shows that the final values of the state variables are the same regardless of the number of load increments used. Note that the term ''cohesion'' here takes on the meaning of c c ¼ jjsjj for the Von Mises embedded continuum example, and c c ¼ s : ðm nÞ for the embedded slip plane model, and so the two sets of values may not be compared oneon-one. Also, note that the starting point of the accuracy analysis calculations shown in Table 3 must be the same bifurcation point since the pre-localized stress-point integration algorithm is not exact.
The convergence profiles of both the local and global Newton iterations are shown in Tables 4 and 5 for the embedded Von Mises continuum example and the embedded slip plane case, respectively. These profiles Fig. 11 . Shear band initiation and evolution for plane strain compression example: displacement magnification factor ¼ 1. pertain to the very last load step of the numerical simulations to get an idea of the performance of the algorithm at the very advanced stages of shear band development. The rapid rate of convergence of the iterations validates the exact linearization procedure used for the example at hand. 
Closure
The multiscale finite element model proposed in this paper has been developed with a central goal that it be physically based. It is believed that with a formulation that clearly defines the key roles played by finite deformation theory and the bifurcated constitutive model on the prediction of the post-localization responses, a first step has been taken to reach this goal. The fact that the proposed multiscale model does not require static condensation to be performed on the element level is an added attribute of the formulation. Large deformation effects are currently not well understood in strain localization modeling, and although significant strides have been made in the past, progress in the development of more efficient, accurate, and robust procedures remains limited. Although there are several other aspects of the formulation that need more work, such as the development of an efficient band tracing algorithm, it is hoped that this paper, together with its predecessors, will help make finite deformation theory a routine part of strain localization modeling.
